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Abstract. Transformations of graphlike expressions are called correct if they preserve a given 
functional semantics of the expressions. Combining the algebraic theories of graph grammars (cf. 
[lo]) and programming language semantics (cf. [l]) it will be proved that the correctness of 
transformation rules carries over to the correctness of derivations via such rules. Applying this 
result to LISP we show that a LISP interpreter represented by a graph grammar is correct with 
respect to the functional semantics of graphlike LISP expressions. 
1. Introduction 
Starting from the theory of context-free languages, Cadiou, Nivat, Rosen, 
Vuillemin and others describe symbolic expressions and their evaluation in principle 
by the following approach (cf. [6, 19, 22, 251): 
A set of symbols for constants and basic functions is separated from a set of 
symbols for recursively defined functions. Expressions composed of these symbols 
always have tree representations. They are evaluated by ‘simplification’ of (basic 
function, argument)-pairs and by ‘substitution’ of defining terms for recursive 
function symbols. 
Derivations of expressions via such evaluation rules are ‘independent’ and thus 
confluent in the sense of [16]. Therefore normal forms of expressions are unique and 
define an Operational Semantics. Substitution rules constitute asystem of equations 
that is solvable in the lattice of partial functions. Evaluating an expression after 
replacing its recursive function symbols by those solutions yields its Functional 
Semantics. 
An important result of [19] and [22] is that each normal for&m of zn expression 
coincides with its functional semantics: Operational and functional semantics are 
equivalent. 
* A preliminary version of this paper was presented at the International Workshop on Graph 
Grammars and their Applications to Computer Science and Biology, Bad Honnef, October 30_November 
3, 1978. 
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We drop former restrictions concerning the structure of symbolic expressions and 
their evaluation rules by introducing C-graphs and X-grammars: The Z-graph 
representation of expressions allows us to identify multiple occurrences of variables 
on the right-hand side of substitution rules so that copying of subexpressions during 
the evaluation process is avoided. Furthermore, LABEL-operators as in LISP can be 
simulated by cycle-generating rules. X-grammars cover more applications than the 
simplification/substitution systems mentioned above. Especially, lazy evaluation 
rules (cf. [ 151) can be formulated. Such rules mostly have trees of height > 1 on their 
left-hand side. 
Recent approaches to functional programming (cf. [4]) and the consideration of 
direct implementations for algebraically specified ata types (cf. [14]) let us suppose 
that ‘applicative’ programming and execution by replacement will achieve great 
importance in practical computer science. 
Section 2 introduces X-graphs, Z-graph morphisms and the functional semantics 
of Z-graphs, presents an algebraic semantics for LISP (Example 2.9) and concludes 
with Theorem 2.11 which states that Z-graph morphisms preserve the functional 
semantics of Z-graphs. Section 3 defines X-grammars as special graph grammars for 
‘evaluating’ or ‘reducing’ Z-graphs. With reference to Henderson’s and Morris’ ‘lazy 
evaluator’ (cf. [ 151) we then describe an interpreter for graphlike LISP expressions 
by a Z-grammar (Example 3.3). The closedness of Z-graphs with respect to C- 
’ grammar derivations is shown in Theorem 3.8. We define a semantical correctness 
condition for Z-grammars which is satisfied by the LISP interpreter (Example 3.11) 
and which guarantees that derivations of X-graphs preserve their functional seman- 
tics (Main Theorem 3.12). 
The operational semantics of a X-graph G given by some X-grammar normal form 
is, in general, not a single node which represents the functional semantics of G. But 
by Theorem 3.12 we know that all normal forms of the same Z-graph are semantic- 
ally equivalem. In Section 4 we ask conversely whether semantically equivalent 
Z-graphs have the ssme normal form. Confluence of X-grammar derivations is 
necessary for this property. Using ChMA _.. ~l~~h-!Xosser th orems of [ 1 l] and [ 121 we show 
iaf3rmally that independent C-derivations of acyclic C-graphs are confluent even if a 
‘garbage collector’ runs in parallel. Weaker sufficient conditions for confluence may 
probably be inferred from the Concurrency Theorem in [13]. Therefore Z-produc- 
tions must be ‘concurrency closed’. Church-Rosser esults on infinite tree deriva- 
tions (cf. [7,21]) may also provide sufficient confluence conditions for C-derivations 
because E-graphs have unique infinite tree representations (cf. [20]). 
w is the set of natural numbers. The comlposition of two functions f : A + B and 
g : B + C is denoted by g 0 for gJ A word w over some alphabet has length lg(w ). h is 
i;he empty word, and Wi is the i th symbol of w. For functions f : A + B and subsets A’ 
of A the domain restriction of f to A’ is denoted by f ) A’. If a E A, then f(a) is often 
abbreviatedbyfa.Ifb~B,thenf-‘b:={a~AIfa=b~.Forn~w,[n]:={l,...,rt). 
A family of sets is sometimes identified with the union of the sets. Au B is the 
disjoint union of sets A and B. For functions f : A + C and g : B -, C, (f, g) denotes 
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the unique coproduct extension off and g to AU B, i.e. (f, g)(a) = fa and (f, g)(b) = 
fbforallaEAand&B. 
Moreover, we assume that the reader is somewhat familiar with the basic notions 
of initial algebra semantics [ 1] and algebraic graph grammar theory (cf. [ 1 O] or [ 13, 
§ 21). 
2. X-graphs and their functional semantics 
Definition 2.1, Let S be a set. The elements of S are called sorts. 
An S-sorted operator domain C is a family of sets C, s for all w E S* and s E S where 
S* denotes the free monoid over S. 
(7 E ZV,, is called operation symbol with arity w, sorts, and rank lg( w). We also write 
a: w + s for CT E Z,,,. CT E .& is called a constant. 
For Sections 2 and 3, we fix a set S of sorts and an S-sorted operator domain C. 
Definition 2.2. Let C be a set. The elements of C are called colors. A C-colored 
directed graph G = (G,, GE, sG, tG, rn& is given by a set GN of nodes, a set GE of 
edges, source and target maps sG resp. tG from GE to GN, and a color map 
mG : GN u GE+ C. Sometimes GNU GE is denoted by G. An outarc (resp. inarc) of 
node x is an edge with source (resp. target) x. The outdclgree (resp. indegreej of x is 
the number of outarcs (resp. inarcs) of x. 
A pair g = (gN, gE) of functions from the node resp. edge sets of a graph G to a 
graph H is called ,sraph morphism if g preserves sources and targets, i.e. S&&E = gNsG 
and tHgE = g&. gN and gE are sometimes abbreviated by g. g is color-preserving if 
m&N = mG IGN and mHgE = mG 1 GE. 
Definition 2.3. Let C = 2 u (S x 0) u o and G be a C-colored directed graph with 
nodes colored by elements of C u (S x W) and edges colored by natural numbers. We 
call Cfix = C v #fixed colors and Cvar = S x w variable colors. G is a X-graph if there is 
a map typeG : GN + S such that for all x E GN either 
(1) x has no outgoing arcs and mGx = (type&), t) for some i E 0, or 
(2) mGx E Ic, the outdegree of x is equal to rank(mGx), sort(mGx) = type&), and, 
if arity(m&) = w, then for all i E [lg( w)] some outarc of x has color i and target type 
Wi* 
Gr = {x E GN] ?nGx E 2) is the set of interraal nodes of G, and the elements of 
Gp = GN - GI are called parameters of G. 
Remark. Since we shall define the substitution of fixed colors for variable colors by a 
function from colors to colors called recoloring we must distinguish the colors of 
variable colored nodes which have the same type. Therefore parameters are not only 
colored by their type but also by an additional natural number. 
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The following examiple of a Z-graph is taken from the algebraic definition of LISP 
wh Ich will be given in Example 2.9 below. 
Example 2.4. Given the sort set S = {val, exp, env) and the operator domain 
C = {EVAL : exp env + val, 
LAMBDA-X : exp + exp, 
A’ITR- Y : val env + env), 
the folio lving graph G is a s-graph: 
x1 
x3 
X 
0 
x2 
x4 
We have GN = {x0,. . . , x4), Gr = {x0, x1, x2), GP = {x3, x4) and 
if x = x0, 
type&) = exp if x =x1 or x =x3, 
env ifx=x20rx=x4. 
Let G and H be x-graphs. A graph morphism g : G + H that preserves types and 
fixed colors is called Z-graph morphism. The restriction of g to Gr is denoted by gr. gp 
is defined analogously. Note that ‘g fixed color preserving’ implies g (Gr) E HI but 
g(GP) c HP does not hold in general. 
Before we turn to ‘semantic algebras’ let us first represent each Z-graph G by a 
system d of equations uch that the semantics of G can be considered as the ‘least 
solution’ of G in an appropriate algebra. 
Definition 2.5. Let G be a Z-graph and Tx( GN) be the set of C-terms over GN (cf. 
[I]). The function 
d : GI-, 7”(GN), 
defined by 
where G = mcx, n = rank(g) and for all i E [n], ei E GE, sciei = x and m&i = i, is called 
equational representation of G. 
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Z-graphs were also introduced by Dittrich and Merzenich (cf. [8,9]) who call them 
In-nets. While they work with the equational representation of Z-graphs, we also 
need their graph representation for applications to operational semantics. Slightly 
different from our notion of a Z-graph is the fact that Ditcrich and Merzenich deline 
the direction of edges the other way round SO that it reflects the ‘direction of 
evaluation’. In contrast to Z-graph morphisms O-net morphisms (do not allow 
substitutions, i.e. they map parameters always to paramb.:ters. 
Definition 2.6. (cf. [l]). A C-algebra A consists of a car&r set A, for each s E S and a 
function UA : A,, X ’ g~xA,n-9A,foreacha:sl.g. s, + 5 in C. UA is called operation. 
CT :A + s yields a constant flA E A,. 
If A and B are Z-algebras, a family f = {fS}SES of functions fs : A, -+ B, is a 
Z-homomorphism if 
f x... 
s1 
A x.. 
s1 
*f 
S 
n 
B x.. 
7 
.X Bs 
commutes for all c : s1 l l l sn + s in C. 
A Z-algebra A is w-continuous if for each s E S therr= are a partial order <s on A, 
and a least element _I_ s in A,, all w-chains, i.e. all sequences (ai}iGw in A, with 
ai ssai+l, have suprema UiEw ai in A,, and all operations preserve these suprema 
(are w -continuous). 
Let X = {Xs}cE~ be an S-sorted family of sets and A be a Z-algebra. Let [X, A] 
denote the set of families cy = {QI,},=~ of functions cyB : _Xs + A,. Since T’(X) can be 
extended to the free Z-algebra over X (cf. [1]), each a E [X, A] has a C-homomor- 
phic extension a! * : Ts (X) + A. 
Given a Z-graph G, a functional semantics of G in A should solve the system of 
equations {x = dx Ix E Gr} in A. To get such a solution we reformulate the approach 
of [l, 0 5.11, in terms of Z-graphs: 
Using the function typeG :GN +S, GI and Gp can be considered as S-sorted 
families of sets. Let v E [G,, A] and define GA,rr :[Gr, A]+ [GI, A] by 
GA,r(a) = (a, w)* 0 6. 
If A is w-continuous, then G A,?r is an o -continuous function and thus has a least fixed 
point YGA,,. Note that v s p implies GA,a(~) s GA,p(~). 
Definition 2.7, Let G be a x-graph, A an o-continuous x-algebra and II E [GP, A]. 
Then YGA,m is called the functional semantics of G w.r.t. A and ar. 
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hoposftion 2.8. t;br all n E [Gp, A] YG A,* sokues the system of equations (x = 
& IX E G1} in A, Le. for all x E G;, 6x = &I, . . . , xc,) implies 
k’tiA,,,b’j = ~.a( YGA,T(~l), . . . , YGA,w(~n)). 
Proof. Let s = YG,+,,,. Then ~~=G~,~(s)(x)=s*o&x)=s*o(x~,...,x~)= 
(7AtS.x I , . . . , xs,). 
In the following exa,mple we define the syntax of LISP as an operator domain C 
and the semantics of LISP as an w-continuous Z-algebra A. Therefore graphlike 
LISP programs are representable by s-graphs G with functional semantics YGA,,, 
p E CGA Al. 
Example 23 (Algebraic definition of LISP). Let S be the sort set that consists of the 
four elements atom, .val (values), exp (expressions) and env (environments). The 
S-sorted operator domain C is given by 
Wi :A +atom forall&,G: 
true, false : A + atom 
quote : atom + val 
id, car, cdr, is-atom :val+ val 
cons, erq, apply :val val + val 
ite : val ~a.1 val + val 
Xi:A-,enp foralliEo 
QUOTE : atom + exp 
CAR, CDR, IS-ATOM : exp + exp 
LAMBDA-Xi, LABEL-Xi : exp + exp forallieo 
CONS, EQ, APPLY : exp exp + exp 
ITE : exp exp e:xp 3 exp 
EVAL : exp env + val 
KL:A +env 
ATT’R-Xi : val env -, env for all i E 0. 
ize and ITE are conditionals (IF-THEN--ELSE). {Xi}isw is a courtably infinite set of 
expression variables. The operation LAMBDA-Xi generates a functional expres- 
sion from its argument term. LABEL-Xi “declares a recursive procedure Xi” whose 
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body is given by the argument of LABEL-Xi. ATI’R-Xi changes an environment by 
assigning (attributing) some value to Xi* Last but not least EVAL evaluates an 
expression with respect o some environment. These operations constitute the basic 
facilities of LISP considered as a typical functional programming language. Opera- 
tions for the definition and manipulation of data structures may be added appro- 
priately. For example, assume that the set of atoms {ai}iE, includes the natural 
numbers, C is extended to 2’ by a successor and predecessor functions, i.e. 
2’ = 2 u {succ, pred : val + val; SUCC, PRED : exp -) exp}, 
and the expression variables {Xi}iEw contain the symbols N, M and ADD. Then the 
Zgraph G shown in Fig. 1 represents a program for the addition of natural 
numbers. By numbering the edges of each ‘bunch’ in G from left to right we get the 
edge colors of G. 
EVAL 
APPLY NIL 
APPLY QUME 
LABELS ' - L QUOTE (atom,l) 
\ 
LAMEClA-N (a&m,*) 
LAMBDA-M 
ITE 
N' 
Fig. 1. E-graph of a LISP program for the addition of natural numbers. 
Now we define an o-continuous x-algebra A where the operation symbols of C 
are interpreted in a way which formally reflects their intuitive meaning iven above. 
The carrier sets of A are defined as follows: 
A atom = (lli)i,, U {true, false} t:‘r {I}. 
A partial order < on Aatom is given by 
ad iff a=bora=L 
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The category CPO-PR (cf. [17,§ 2, Example 41) has all posets with least elements 
and w-chain suprema s objects and all pairs (f, g) of o-continuous functions with 
= id andfg s id as morphisms. Let at, X, + be the coproduct, product, resp. power 
functors in CPO-PR. Then the functor F: CPO-PR+ CPO-PR defined by FC = 
A atom + C x 4,” + [C + C] has an ‘initial’ fixed point which gives the carrier set Aval. 
IA Var =I (Xi)ico* s induces a partial order on A.,,., the set of all functions from 
Var to Aval. Hence, Aexp = [A=,, +A,,11 is partially ordered, too. Moreover, AatOm, 
AYEI,, A,,, and Aexp have o-chain suprema nd a least element 1. 
Par the most important operation symbols u the operation UA is given below. The 
domain and range of UA are determined by the arity resp. sort of cr and the carrier 
sets just defined. 
@,A = ai for all i E w 
trueA = true 
f alseA = false 
id/&Y) = V 
carA( v) = 
Vl if v = (VI, vz), 
1. val otherwise 
Xi..df j = F(.Xi) for all i E 0 
cARA = car/, 0 e 
NILA = I.,, 
ATTR-xiA(v* f)(&) = ( Ftxi, if i = j, otherwise for all i, j E cc) 
LAMBDA-X,;A (e) = abstract(e 0ATTR-Xi,A) for all i E o 
LABEL-Xi,A(e) = Ifp 0 (LAMBDA-X&e)) for all i E w 
EVALAk, f) = e(f) 
where abstract(g) : A,,,, + [A val+ A ,J is defined for all g : A val X Aen. + 44 val by 
ab~stract(g)tf)(v) = g(v, j-j, 
and lfp : [A\,al+ Aval] + Aval yields the least fixed points of o-continuous functions 
from Aval to Aval. 
All these operations are o-continuous (cf. [23, 6 31 and [24, Q 43). 
Concluding the ‘static’ part of our LISP example we compute the functional 
semantics of G w.r.t. A and r at node x0 where G is the Z-graph of Example 2.4 
LetxEGr,~x=CT(xI,...,x,)and1Zl;gx=7(yl,...,y,).Weget~=mc;x=mHgx= 
7, and for all i E [n] there is ei E GE with SGei =x, m&i = i and tGei = xi* Thus 
S&t?i = gS&?i = gX and mHgei = m&i = i implies gXi = &t&i = t&ei = j'ie 
Hence 
(inc 0 gN)* 0 d(x) = (inc 0 gN)*(c(xl, . _ . , x,)) = f+(gxl, . . . , g-vi) 
= r(y1, . . . ) j?m) = figx. 
(Z-graph morphisms preserve the functional semantics of 
graphs). Let g : G + H be a E-graph morphism, A an w-continuous 2’-wlgebrg 
r E [HP, Al. 
c- 
and 
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and 7r E [Gp, A]: 
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sxo = EVALA(sxI, SX~) = sxl(sx2) 
= LAMBDA-XA(sx3)(ATI’R- YA(sxO, sxq)) 
= abstract( sxg 0 ATTR-XJ(ATTR- YA(sxO, sx4)). 
Hence for all v E A.,,, 
sxo(v) = sx3 0 ATTR-XA(v, ATTR-YA(sxO, sxq)). 
Therefore, sxo is a function on A val which, given an argument v, evaluates the 
expression sx3 according to the environment f that is defined by 
1 
V ifZ=X, 
fW = sxo if Z = Y, 
sx4(Z) otherwise. 
The reader may convince himself that this is really the intended semantics of G. 
Lemma 2.10. Let A be a Z-algebra, g : G + H be a X-graph morphism and cy E 
[GI, A]. Then for all w E [HP, A], 
GA.~ (a O gI) = H~,sr (a ) O gr 
where p = (a, 4 O gp. 
Proof. The compositions Q! 0 gI and (a, P) 0 gp are well defined because g preserves 
types and thus can be considered as an &sorted function from GN to HN. Let inc be 
the inclusion of HN into T= (HN). 
By freeness of Tz(GN) we have 
(a) 0 g,, p)* = ((a, W) 0 gN)* = (CY, ‘rr)* 0 (inc 0 gN)*. 
Hence GA,,(a 0 gr) = (cu, r)* 0 (inc 0 gN)* 0 d so that we have to show 
(inc 0 gN)* 0 G = ki 0 gr. 
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Then g is semantics preserving wxt. A, i.e. 
YGA,, = ~HA., o gI (1) 
where p = ( YHAem, rr) 0 gp. Moreover, for all n E o 
Gi.,UPH:.,(-L)“gr (2) 
where I is &he least element of [GI, A] resp. [HI, A], and pn = (HI,, (I), d a gp. 
Proof. By induction on n we show (2), 
and 
YGA., ~H~.aU)og~. (4) 
Since YGA,, = Uiew Gi,,A 1) and YHA,~ = Uiew Hi,, ( _L), (1) follows from (3) and 
(4). 
Since J_ is the least element of [Gl, A], (3) holds true for n = 0. Assume (3) for ye. 
Then, by Lemma 2.10, 
GI:,U)= GA.,(G:,:(J-)) 
s -GA,p ( yH~.lr O gd 
= HA.a( ~HA.,) O gI 
= YHA., O gI. 
Since I 0 gI = _i_ is the least element of [HN, A], (2) and (4) hold true for n = 0. 
Assume (4) for n. Then, by Lemma 2.10, 
YGA., = GA.‘, ( YGA,, ) 
3 G~.p(Hi,d -I_ ) o grb 
Z= GA,~,, (H%,, ( 1) o gd 
= HA,,#& (I )) o gI 
= Hz;: ( I) 0 gI. 
Asst me (2) for n. Then Lemma 2.10 implies 
G ::;~+,U>~G%:;,,U) 
= GA,~, (G&n ( -i- )) 
2 GA.~” (H%, ( -L ) o gd 
= H~,?r(%,n (I )) o gp 
= Hz;: (I)ogI. 
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3, Transformations of C-graphs 
Definition 3.1 (cf. [ 10, 3.13). Let C be a set of colors. A 
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graph production p = 
(& +blK+bz B2) consists of two C-colored directed graphs B1 and B2 called 
left-hand resp. right-hand side of p, a non-colored directed graph K called gluing 
graph, and two graph morphisms b1 and 62. 
We write .si, ti, mi for the source, target, resp. color maps of Bi, i E {1,2}. 
Definition 3.2. A graph production p = (B 1 ebl K hb2 Bzj) is called Z-production if p 
satisfies the following conditions: 
(1) Bl and B2 are C-graphs, 
(2) bi.N and bi,E, i E { 1,2}, are set inclusions, 
(3) &,N c Bz,N, 431,~ = BZ,P and ml I &,P = m2 I &.p, 
(4) K is a non-colored subgraph of B1 that is generated by B1.N and some 
‘bunches’ ~7% with mix = rnzx, 
(5) ml(#E= m2& 
(6) for all x E Bl,l, S<‘X = 0 implies mix = m2x. 
A set of Z-productions is called Z-grammar. 
Example 3.3 (X-grammar representation of a LISP interpreter). Let S be the sort set 
and C be the S-sorted operator domain of Exampie 2.9. If LJSP programs are 
represented by Z-graphs like Fig. 1 in Example 2.9, then the Z-grammar given 
below constitutes a LISP interpreter: Repeatedly applying its productions to a 
C-graph G until some reduced form is obtained yields an operational semantics of ci’. 
‘Completeness’ and ‘uniqueness’ ofthis interpreter will be discussed inSection 4. By 
Definition 3.2, a Z-production p is uniquely represented by the left-hand and 
right-hand side of p and an indication of all ‘gluing items’, i.e. all nodes and edges of 
the gluing graph K. We indicate the fixed colored gluing nodes by natural numbers 
and non-gluing edges by dotted lines, while the variable colored nodes can be 
identified by their color. 
The operational semantics of EVAL (cf. Example 2.9) is given by the following 
‘evaluation rules’: 
E(LABEL-X), X E Var: 
1 2 1 
EVAL ~LABEL-X EVAL 
# \ \ 
/I' “+ 
'4 ,I# t '\\ 
2 I 
LABEE-X 
\ 
(exp,Cl i 
"Y 
(env,Oj A'I'TR-X 
I I I I \ t I 
4 
r-0 , 
kxp,O) 
B1 B2 
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E(APPLY): 
1 
EVAL 
/ \ / \ / / 
(exgif? ’ 
\ 
APPCY ‘4 (env,O) 
I kxp, 11 
B1 
E(LAMBDA-X), X E Var: 
1 
?PPlY ‘, . / . 
2 /’ 
\ 
E”Li# 
‘\A 
haLO) 
LAMBDA-X 
1 
kxp,O) 
Ei 
E(QUOTE): 
1 
EVAL K \ / 
/ \ 
2 / 
\ 
Q&E (e&,0) 
I 
(at&, 0) 
B1 
E(X), X E Var: 
1 
EVAL 
2 // 
/ ‘\ 
x 3 
L - 
iv 7% 
(v&O) (env,O) 
1 
,wPlY . / . 
B2 
2 
EVAL 
ha1 ,O) "env,O) 
B2 
1 2 
quo,te QLYTE (env,O) 
G 
‘u J 
(atoin,O) 
B2 
2 1 3 
X id ATTR-X 
“i J \ 
(val,O) (e&,0) 
Bl B2 
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E(X, Y), X, YE Var, X f Y: 
1 1 
EVL?$ I EVAL 
(val,O) (env,OI 
Further evaluation rules are E(CONS), E(CAR), E(CDR), E(ITE), E(IS- 
ATOM) and E(EQ) which are defined analogously to E(APPLY). 
The operational semantics of val-sorted operations is given by ‘reduction rules’: 
R (car): 
1 
car 
2 ' 
c&Is 
/A 
(val,O) (v&l) 
*1 
R (ite, true): 
1 
ite. 
*@'I . 
’ -. 2 // 1 
quc& (vaf,O) 
.‘4 
(val, 1) 
t 
3 L 
true 
1 2 
id cons 
“‘9 J \ 
(\ral,O) (val, 1) 
*2 
1 
id 
2 I 
quote (va?,O) (val,l) 
3 1 
true 
The definition of R (ite, false) and of reduction rules for is-atom and eq is left to the 
reader. 
Definition 3.4 (cf. [lo, 3.11). Let C be a set of colors, p = (B1 &‘I K -+h2B2) 
a graph production and G, H be two C-colored directed graphs. Then two pushouts 
(see Fig. 2) in the category of graphs and graph morphisms define a direct derivation 
via p, G +‘H, if g and h are color preserving and rlzGC1x =m&2x holds for all 
xE.D-dK. 
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Fig. 2. A directed graph derivation. 
The components of a direct derivation will always be denoted as in Fig. 2. 
oncerning the interpretation of this notion of a direct derivation we refer to [lo, 
3.13. 
lkfinition 3.5, .Let C = Cfix v Cvar (cf. Definition 2.3). A fixed color preserving 
function r : C -, C with 
for ail (s, i) E CVsIY iscalled Srecoforing. 
If G is a Z-graph, then rG := (GN, GE, sG, ?G, rmG). (Note that, in general, rG is 
not a Z-graph because leaves of rG may be colored by non-constants of C.) 
If p = (& rbl K -+‘, 82) is a Z-production, then rp :== (rB1 +-bl K jb2 Bz). A 
direct derivation via rp is called direct C-derivation. 
Lemma 3.6. Let G and H be Z-graphs, r a &recoloring and g : rG + H a color 
preserving raph morphism. Then g is a Z-graph morphism from G to H. 
Proof. Since r is fixed color preserving, we have mHgx = m&x = rmGx = mc;x for all 
x E Gr. Hence g is a fixed color preserving raph morphism form G to H. We also 
have typeH (gx) = sort(mHgx) = sort(mc;x) = type&x) for all x E GI. Let x E GP and 
%nGx =(s, ij. By Definition 3.5, either mHgx = rmGx E Z& for some w E s* or mHgx = 
cm& = (S, j) for some j E O. By Definition 2.3 we obtain typeH (gx) = sort(rmGx) = 
s = type&x) in the first case and typeH(gx) = s = type,&x) in the second case. Hence 
g is a type preserving raph morphism from G to H., 
Lemma 3.7. Let p be a Z-production with left-hand side B1 and right-hand side B2. 
Then, for all e E B2,E - KE, s2e E BI,N implies s&e = 4). 
Proof. Assume that there is e E B2,E - KE. with s2e E BI,N and s&e # 0. By 
Definition 3.2 (4), s&e = s&e. Hence sle’ = s2e and mle’ = mie for some 
ek Kr=_. Therefore, s2e’ = sKe’ = sle’ =: s2e and, by Definition 3.2 (5), m2e’ = mle’ = 
m2e. Since B2 is a X-graph, e’ = e. But this contradicts the fact that e & KE. 
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The following theorem shows that the set of Z-graphs is closed with respect o 
direct C-derivations. 
Theorem 3.8 (Z-derivations transform X-graphs into X-graphs). Given a X-graph 
G and a direct derivation G +” H, H is a S-graph, too. 
Proof. Since G =9’ H is a direct derivation, we have HN = CZDN u i’z (&,N - KN) 
and CZDN n h (&,N -KN) =@ (cf. Definition 3.4). h1.N and thus CI,N are bijections. 
Hence DN = cr*GN. type-H : HN + S with 
typeH(d = 
typeG(y) if x = c&y and y E GN, 
tYPeBz(Y) ifx=hyandyE&,N-KN 
is well defined because czcrl and h 1 (&,N-- KN) are injective. Therefore, 
for all x E DN type&lx) = type&Zx), (0 
and thus, for all x E K N, typeH(hX) = typeH(Czdx) =type&ldx) = type&x) = 
typeB1 (x) = type&) by Lemma 3.6 because g is a Z-graph morphism and ,.& = 
&,N E &,N. Hence t 
forallxEB 2,N type&) = tYPf3-j (hx )e (21 
In order to show that H is a Z-graph we prove that for all x E & there are a 
X-graph H’ and a node x’ in H’ which hais the same color, the same outdegree and the 
same set of outarc colors, and, if two outarcs of x resp. x’ have the same color, then 
the types of their respective target nodes are identical. We distinguish four cases for 
xEHN. 
(i) If x = c2y for some node y in D - dK, then let H’ = G and x’ = cly. By 
definition of a direct derivation (Definition 3.4), x and x’ have the same color. Since 
x’&g&, the outarcs of x’ are also not in g& Thus s&‘ccJX Analoguously, 
s;;‘x c c2D. Since cl and c2 are injective and, by Definitions 3.2(5) and 3.4, 
mGcle = rndze for all e E DE, there is a color-preserving bijection between s&’ 
and sfi’x. Therefore, x and x’ have the same outdegree and the same set of outarc 
colors. 
Finally, let sGC#’ =x’, sd2e =x and mGC#’ = m&2e for some edges e, e’ in D. 
Hence m&l&! = mGC#’ and c&De = c2y so that s&16? = clsDe = cly =x’. Thus cle 
and cle’ have the same source and the 3ame color. Since G is a X-graph, cle = CUE’. 
Therefore, fGC$ = f&lC = cltDe, td2e = c&e and thus type&&C’) = 
typeHhc2e) by (1). 
(ii) If there is y E KN such that x = c2dy and for all z E d-‘dy, sj& # 8, then let 
H’ = G and x’ = cldy. Since ?nHx = md2dy = mHhy = rmzy = rmly = mc;gy =: 
mGcldy = m&‘, x and x’ have the same color. 
Assume that there is an edge e in & - blK with s&C = x’. By Definition 3.2(4), 
s&e = 0. But cldy = x’ =T sGge = gsle = cldsle and thus dy = dsle because CI is 
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injective. This contradicts the assumption about y. Hence the outarcs of x’ are not in 
J@, -. bJi:). Therefore, s&’ !Z CID. 
Suppose that there is an edge e in B2 - tvz K with sHhe = x. If s2e E KN = B~,N, then 
s&e = 81 by Lemma 3.7, and we obtain an analogous contradiction as above. 
Otherwise ctdy = x = sHhe = hs2e6f hK = c2dK which contradicts dy E dK. There- 
fore, the outarcs of x are not in (dzl {B2 - !&) and thus s;x E c2D. Now proceed as in 
case (il. 
(iii> If there is y E KN such that x - cady and for some z E d-l ,dy, s& = 0, then 
iet H’ = B2 and x’ = z. Hence X’ E B1,1, and mwx = n;rHc2dy =mHc2dx’ = mHhx’ - 
n,lt~X = mzx’, i.e. x and X’ have the same color. 
Assume that 
all outtarcs of x are in hB2, (3) 
for all e E BzeE, sHhe = x implies s2e = x’. (4) 
Let e, e’ be edges in B2 with source X’ and he = he’. Then e = e’ because 
B2,n = mHh 1 B2,n and B2 is a Z-graph. Thus, by (3) and (4), the domain and 
range restriction of h to the outarcs of x’ resp. x is bijective and color-preserving. 
Hence x and x’ have the same outdegree and the same set of outarc colors. 
Finally, let sze’ = x’, sHhe = x and m2e’ = m,+he. Then mze = m2et and, by (4), 
sze =x’ SO that e = e’ because B2 is a Z-graph. Therefore, type&e’) = 
typeH (htze’) = typeH (tHhe) by (2). 
It remains to show (3) and (49, 
Since B1 and G are E-graph?;, the domain and range restriction g’ of g to the 
outarcs of X’ resp, gx’ is injective and color-preserving. X’ and gx’ have the same color 
because X’E B1,l and g is fixed cft>lor p eserving. Hence g’ is bijective. 
Suppose that (3) does not hold. Then there is e E DE- dK with sd2e = x = hx’ 
which implies sdle = gx’ by injectivity of c2. Injectivity of cl yields cle & cldK = gK 
To that cleg gB1 because CID n g(B1 -K) = 0. But this contradicts the surjectivity of 
8:‘. Hence (3) holds true. 
Suppose that (4) is not satisfied. Then hs2e = x = hx’ and sze # X’ for some edge e 
in B2. Thus s2e E KN = BI,N and, by Definition 3.2(3), sze E B1.1. Injectivity of c2 
implies gs2e = gx’. Hence rnls2e = mc;gsze = mGgx’= mix’. Since B1 is a Z-graph 
and by Definition 3.2(6), there are edges e’, et’ in B1 with sle’= sze, sle” = X’ and 
mle’= rnle”= T!IUS mGge’ = mcge” and scge’ = gsle’ = gs2e = gx’ = gslett = sGge” so 
that ge’ = ge” because G is a Z-graph. By assumption (iii), err e KE. Hence e’ = err and 
S2e =Sle’=sle”z x’ which contradicts ze f x’. Hence (4) holds true. 
(iv) If there is a node y in B2 - bzK such that x = hy, then let H’= B2 and x’ = y. 
Since B2.p = B1.p c BI,N = MN, we have .x’ E B2,N - KN C B2.r. Hence mHx = mtzhx’ = 
mzx’, i.e. x and x ’ have the same color. Investigating the proof of case (iii) we observe 
that it remains to show (3) and (4) above. Since x ' & N, both properties can easily be 
derived from the ‘gluing conditions’ of the right-hand square in :Fig. 2 (cf. [lo, 3.51). 
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By Theorem 3.8, C-derivations are syntactically correct, i.e. the structural prop- 
erties of Z-graphs are preserved. Accordingly, C-derivations are semantically 
correct if the functional semantics of Z-graphs is not changed. 
Definition 3.9. Let d = (G #‘H) be a direct C-derivation and A an o-continu- 
ous Z-algebra. The function res(d):= c 2.N 0 c & is called residue map of d (cf. 
Definition 3.4, Fig. 2; res(d) is well defined because bi,~ is bijective). d is (seman- 
tically) correct w.r.t. A if res(d) is semantics preserving w.r.t. A (cf. Theorem 2.11). 
In order to get syntactic orrectness of derivations productions are restricted to 
Z-productions. Now we need a semantical property of Z-productions which implies 
semantical correctness of C-derivations. 
Definition 3.10. Let 11 be a Z-production with left-hand side B1 and right-hand side 
B2, and let A be an o-continuous&algebra. p is correct w.r.t. A if for all T E [B1,P, A] 
the functional semantics of B1 and B2 w.r.t. A and T coincide at all ‘changing nodes’, 
i.e. for all x E &,r with sT’xZ KE 
Y%,A,~) = Y&,A,&)~ 
Example 3.11 (Correctness of LISP evaluation rules). Let A be the semantical 
algebra for LISP given in Example 2.9. 
(1) The correctness of p = E(LABEL-X) w.r.t. A (cf. Example 3.3) is proved as 
follows: 
Let xl, x2, x3 and x4 be the nodes of B2 colored by EVAL, (exp, 0), (env, 0) resp. 
ATTR-X. Let r E [BI,p, A], L = YB1,A,T and R = Y&2,&+. Then by Proposition 2.8, 
Lx1 = EvALA(LABEiL-x,&x2), x3) 
= lfp 0 (LAM[BDA-XA(~X~))(~X~) 
and 
Rx1 = EvAL~(rx2, ATTR-XA(RXI, 7x3)) 
= ~x~(A=lk&(Rx~, 7x3)) 
= abstract(7Bxz 0 ATTR-X&X~)(RX~) 
= LAMBDA-XA(~x2)~:~x3)(Rx~). 
Hence Lx1 c RXI. RXI G Lx1 follows from 
for all even pz E o. Clearly,, (*) holds true for n = 0. Assume (*) for some even n E o. 
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Then 
=EVAL,r(rx2, A~R-XA(B~~.A,~(I)(X~), 7x3)) 
6 EVALA (7x2, A=R-XA (Lx I, 7x3)) 
= LAMBDA-X,(~~,)(~~C,)(~~*) 
by induction hypothesis and similar equations as above. 
(2) The other productions in Example 3.3 have acyclic left-hand and right-hand 
sides. Therefore correctness i proved without referring to the fixed point property of 
Y&A,?, For example, let p = E(X) and x1, x2, x3 be the nodes of B1 colored Iby 
EVAL, (val, 0) resp. (env, 0). 
Let r E [BI,P, A]. Then 
YB~.A,~(xI) = EVALA_(XA, AT’T’R-XA(TXZ, 7x3)) 
= XA (A=R-Xk( 7x2, 7X3)) 
= ATT’R-XA(~~~, 7x3)(X) 
= 7x2 
= id,&xZ) 
= YB2,A.+(XI)m 
Main Theorem 3.12. Let ,d = (G +” H) be a direct X-derivation and A an 
o-cont~inurmus Z-algebra. 
Correctness of p w.r.t. A implies correctness of d w.r.t. A. 
Proof. We first show that there are a Z-graph G’ and a Z-graph morphism f : G’+ H 
with fN = res(d). 
Define G’ by cID (cf. Definition 3.4, Fig. 2) and the following cogor map: 
(type&x)!, 0) if x = gy for some y E B1,r 
rnG#x = with &yS &, 
t max otherwise. 
Hence Gk = GN and Gkug(BI,E-ME)= GE. 
Assume mG’# mGx and sGe =x for some e E Gk. Then x = gy and y = sle’ for 
some y E B1.r and some e’ E BIvE - & so that s&? = SC;@!‘. Thus m&Ge = mly, and 
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there is err E B1,E -& with sle” = y and mle” = @@?. Hence SGe = sGge” and !nGe = 
m&e”. Since G is a Z-graph, we get e = ge” which contradicts GL n g(&,E - &) = 
Q). 
Therefore, ntcilx # m($ implies s& = 0, and,, with typeIGl = typec;, G’ is a c- 
graph. 
By (1) in the proof of Theorem 3.8, type&& == typeH (c2~ ) for all x E DN. IHence 
f l .ZZ 
-1 i) 
C2OC1 IG 
is type preserving. 
For all y f D - dK with m&r y E C’fix we have rnc;~ y = mc;cl y = rn~~czy. 
Moreover, for all y E K with mc;‘gy E Cfix, s i’y c h& and mGx I dy = mGgg = mGgy = 
rmly = rm2y = mHc2dy by Definitions 3.2(4) and (6). Hence f is fixed color 
preserving. 
Let p be correct w.r.t. A and 7~ E [HP, A]. For correctness of d we have to show 
YGA .p = YHA.~ 0 resW h (11 
where p = ( Yl_IA,,, T )ores(d)p and res(d),, res(d)p are the restrictions of res(d) to 
Gr resp. Gp. 
By Definitions 3.2(3) and 3.4, HP = res(d)p(Gp). Hence p = 7r 0 res(d )p. Since 
res(d) = fN, (1) redtces to 
YGA,, = YHA,, ’ fI (2) 
with p = w 0 fFa. Moreover, by Theorem 2.11, 
YG:i,, = YHA,, Ofi. (3) 
Let X = {X E G,l for all y E g -lx, s;‘y E &}. By definition of G’ we have 
In order to prove (2) we show for all n E w 
G;,,( 1 )s YHA,T OfI (5) 
and 
by induction on n. 
Clearly, (5) holds true for n = 0. Suppose (5) for n 2 0. If x E X, then 
= GAvp( YGL,p)ix) 
= ( YGA,p, p)* 0 &d 
=(YG~,,,p)*o&~) 
P. Pada wit2 
= C&J YGL,,N.d 
= YGk,,W 
by induction hypothesis, (3) and (4). 
f x~Gr-X, then x=gy for some y~B1.1 with s;‘ys~S~. Let rn= 
(GI,,( .L ), P) 0 gp and 7 = l YHA,~, m j 0 hp (cf. Definition 3.4, Fig. 2). Since hN = 
fN Q gN, we obtain 7 = ( YHare, 0 fr, TT 0 fp) 0 gp. Thus 
T## s 7 (7) 
by induction hypothesis. Moreover, 
GnA:pl ( L)(x) = G~,,(Gjk,,t I)) 
= GA,~(G&( A- j) o gI(Y) 
=B I,A,T~(G:.P( -i-j O RI)(Y) 
G BI.A.~,, (B?.A,~~ ( I j)(Y) 
=B;,:,U)(Y) 
~B;:'A.,(UY) 
s y&.A.s(y) 
= YBz.A.~(J’) 
= YHA,, o My) 
= Y-A,, O h(X) 
by Lemma 2.10, Theorem 2.1 l(2), (7), correctness ofp and Theorem 2.1 l(1). Hence 
(5) holds true for n + 1. 
Since I 0 fi = 1, (6) holds true for n = 0. Assume (6) for n 3 0. If n E X, then 
~GA,&) = GA,& YGA&) 
2 GA.~(%,, ( -I- j o f&x) 
= W~,&-bf~, P)” o &> 
= W!i,m ( -L ) of19 P)” 0 G’(x) 
= Gk,, WLr ( J_ 10 fdl(x) 
= H~,wtHi,,r! 1)) o fdx) 
=H~:‘(-Oofd~> 
by induction hypothesis, (4) and Lemma 2.10. 
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IfxEGr-X,thenx=gyforsomeyEB1,*withs;’y~KE.Let7=(YGA,,p)~gp 
and T~ = (Hz,, (I ), R) 0 hp. Again we obtain (7), and thus 
YGA,Jx) = yG~,p o grb’) 
= Y&,A,&) 
= Bz,A,~(BZ,A.~( A- II(Y) 
= H~,?r(Hii.,r ( I)) ’ h(Y) 
by Theorem 2.11(l), correctness of p, (7), Theorern 2.11(2) and Lemma 2.10. Hence 
(6) holds true for r”2 +1. 
4, Completeness of X-grammars and confluence of C-derivations 
In view of Example 3.3 where X-productions defir:e evaluation rules for functional 
expressions the question arises whether C-derivations deliver unique results and 
what these results should be. Theorem 3.12 states that C-derivations are semantics 
preserving. What about the converse: Given two semantically equivalent X-graphs, 
are they derivable to the same normal form? If the equivalence generated by all 
derivations coincides with semantical equivalence and if all derivations are confluent 
(Church-Rosser) in the sense of [16], then the answer is affirmative. The first 
condition may be called completeness of the underlying X-grammar Ce with respect 
to some semantical algebra A. So completeness of 99 means that A is a free object in 
that variety of w -continuous C-algebras which is presented by 54’. Such varieties have 
been studied in [3,S, 181. Similar to correctness proofs of data type specifications (cf. 
[2, 0 41) completeness of %+ can possibly be proved by establishing an isomorphism 
between A and the ‘canonical term algebra’ of ‘unfoldments’ of %-normal forms. 
As to the second condition, Church-Rosser thzoremb on graph grammiars provide 
sufficient conditions for C-derivations to be confluent. Let us sketch an alpproach to 
apply results of [ll] and [ 121 to C-derivations. These papers have introduced the 
following notions which are more general than ‘&recoloring’, ‘Z-production’ and 
‘C-derivation’, respectively: 
(i) full recoloring. Given sets Cfix and Cvar of fixed resp. variable colors and subsets 
C, of C for all v E Cvar:, a fiwed color preserving function r : C + C is a full 
C-recoloring if for all v E C& rv E CU. 
(ii] biproper production. A graph production p = i & chl K d2 &) is biproper if 
each variable color occurs at most once in B1 and &, only gluing items are variable 
colored and corresponding items of B1 resp. Bz either have the same variable color or 
their fixed colors belong to the same sets C, (see above). 
(rii) fast production. A graph production p = (B1 &‘I K +h2 B2) is fast if 61 and 62 
are injective and b 1-N is surjective. (A derivation vita a fast production p is ‘fast’ 
because the possibility to apply p to some graph G does only depend on the ‘B1 -part’ 
of G (cf. [ 12, Theorem 2.5]).) 
(iv) independent and color consistent derivations. Two graph derivations G +“M 
and G =#‘H’ are (parallel) independent if the left-hand side embeddings of p and p’ 
into G ‘ow rlap’ in gluing items only. They are color consistent if fixed colors of 
overlapping items are not changed by p or p’. 
NOW a special case of Theorem 5.9 in [ 111 reads as follows: 
t 1) Let 9 be a set of C-colored graphs and % be a set of fast and biproper graph 
productions such that 9 is closed with respect to derivations via 5% 
Then for all G E 9, p, p’ E 93, full C-recolorings r, r’ and independent color consis- 
tent derivations G ‘,“‘H and G $“” H’ there are X E 9 and full C-recolorings s, s’ 
such that H +““‘X and H’=$PX . 
The conclusion of (1) implies that +? is strongly Church-Rosser w.r.t. 9 (cf. [12, 
1.3]), and this is a well-known sufficient condition for derivation confluence. 
&recolorings are full and Z-productions are fast and biproper. By Theorem 3.8, 
the set of Z-graphs is closed with respect to C-derivations. Moreover, it is easy to 
show that independent C-derivations are always color consistent. Hence (1) implies 
that independent C-derivations are strongly Church-Rosser. Since derivations via 
E-productions of Example 3.3 are always independent, we conclude that our LISP 
interpreter generates only confluent derivations. 
The results the interpreter delivers are still unsatisfactory. For example, E(X), 
R(car) and R (ite, true) (cf. Example 3.3) generate the color ‘id’. Although an 
‘id’-colored node and its outarc are semantically superfluous (cf I Example 2.9), there 
are no rules which eliminate them. A graph production that deals with such ‘indirect 
pointers’ was introduced by [ 123. For its application to Z-graphs we reformulate this 
rule using the notations of Example 3.3 as far as possible. 
INDIRECT(s, s’, n ), s, s’ E S (cf. 2.1), n E w : 
p-,0) (s,O) 
*,’ 
1 P’ 
id 
1 I 
id 
I 
I* 
1, 
I 
(s’ ,O) 
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INDIRECT(s, s’, n) is not a Z-production because ths node colored by (s, 0) is a 
parameter with outarcs. 
We need a further definition in order to apply the Church-Rosser theorem of [ 121 
that concerns indirect pointers: 
(v) treelike production. A graph production p = (& +-%K db2&) is treelike if & 
is acyclic and if there is a gluing node r such that all nodes of B1 are reachalble from r, r 
is the source of all non-gluing edges and all corresponding items of B1 resp. & except 
r have the same color. 
Investigating the proof of Theorem 4.5 in [12] we czbtain the following slightly 
modified version : 
(2j Let S be a set of acyclic C-colored graphs and 9? be a set of fast, bliproper and 
treelike graph productions uch that 9 is closed w.r.t. derivations via INDIRECT, 
the l,eft-hand sides of productions in %!? neither contain variable coloreld edges nor 
‘id’-Mored nodes nor variable colored nodes with outdegree > 1, and 99 is strongly 
Church-Rosser w.r.t. 9’. 
Then derivations via % u {INDIRECT(s, s’, n) 1 s, s’ E S, n E o} are confluent. 
By [20, V.121, derivations via fast and treelike productions do not generate 
cycles. It is easy to show that the set of acyclic S-graphs is closed with respect o 
INDIRECT-derivations. 
If we replace the right-hand side of E(LABEL-X) by 
1 
EVAL c 
/ -. -. / -. 
/ *. 
/ 
I A&R-X 
I / / I 
I / I / 
I 
I 
I 
EV& 
I 
i 
1 \ 
t 
\ I/ 
. I 
\ 2 \ 
\ ‘4 + 
\ LABELY-X (env,O) 
\ 
\ 
‘A 1 
(exp, 0) 
then all interpreter ules of Example 3.3 are treelike and have no ‘id’-colored nodes 
on their left-hand sides. Hence, by (2), derivations remain confluent when the 
interpreter is extended by INDIRECT. 
INDIRECT does not yet delete the ‘id’-colored node?;. Moreover, other ‘junk’ can 
occur in Z-graphs which cannot be eliminated by th:z extended interpreter. For 
example, if R (car) is applied to a S-graph G where the node of l?l with color ‘cons’ 
has only one inarc, then this node will occur in each normal form of G. It will only 
disappear if we apply the appropriate one of the following ‘garbage collection’ rules 
(cf. [12, 8 S]). Again we give a ‘Z-graph version’. 
GARCOLL(r), a E C: 
5 
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(sl, 1) m . . (s,,n) 
B2 
where s1 . . . sn = arity(o). 
Theorem 5.5 in [12] states that garbage collection preserves derivation 
confluence: 
(3) Let C’i”: be a sei of tied node colors whose elements are called internal colors. 
Let 9 be a set of acyclic C-colored graphs and % be a set of fast, biproper and 
treelike graph productions uch that 9 is closed w.r.t. derivations via GARCOLL, 
productions in 4e only contain internal and variable colored nodes and %-derivations 
of s-graphs are confluent. 
Then derivations via ie u {GARCOLL(a) 1 u E C’i,,} are confluent, too. 
Clearly, the set of acyclic Z-graphs is closed with respect to GARCOLL- 
derivations. INDIRECT is fast, biproper and treelike. Hence, by (2) and (3), 
derivations of our LISP interpreter remain confluent after INDIRECT and 
GARCOLL have been added. 
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